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For your precious art work you need to be sure that you are ordering the correct type of canvas bar.
These bars must fulfill several features. Firstly, the wood for the stretcher bar must be dimensionally
stable. Unless the wood is stable you are likely to get twists and bows in your bar. Secondly, in the
case of a long wood itâ€™s best if it has been sectioned. That way the finger splines that have been
used add to the strength of the bars and prevent any warping or bowing tendencies. A combined bar
is also a stronger bar. One must accept a certain amount of knots. Insistence on knot-free wood
only means that you will have to pay more for the same wood.

The canvas bar must not have sharp edges that will tear the canvas at any cost. You need a quality
supplier of the right kind of stretcher bar at the lowest price. Some suppliers go the extra mile and
give coast to coast shipping along with excellent service. The entire process of booking the order is
safe and secure and certified. The supplier must be able to meet your order of different bars having
various cross-sections. In some cases the supplier offers full box discounts. At any rate you want
your products to be made of bars from kiln-dried fir pine and manufactured to the highest standard.

Reputed suppliers of canvas bar have concessional rates for dealers. If you are a dealer you will
need to call for special terms, pricing and discounts bearing in mind that high volume of order will be
required. The enterprising supplier of quality stretcher bar will have cross sections such as Medium
(Standard) Duty that is used by most of the artists. There is a Light Duty stretcher bar that will
stretch a smaller canvas and you donâ€™t need to buy a bigger bar. The Medium/Heavy Duty bars are
the best compromise while the Heavy Duty bars give added depth while saving money. Some
suppliers also have a Super Heavy Duty variety of stretcher bar that will be able to stretch a large
canvas. It has an exceptionally strong foundation and can withstand the extra load of stretching.
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